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Sex and the single cow
To have a bull or not?
That is the question. It’s
not a simple issue to
conjure with. There are
many downsides to having a bull. Firstly, the
cost of a really good one
is not to be sneezed at,
and can it be justified for
a little herd of six cows
and their followers? Secondly, he’d have to be
sold on and another
bought every two years
to avoid him servicing
his own daughters which
means constant hassle.

There’s no guarantee he
WON’T serve too young
heifers still suckling
their mums, ending in
unwanted adolescent
pregnancies. And most
important of all, bringing in new blood in the
shape of a live beast
(rather than as a slim
straw of his semen) is a
serious disease risk.
When you appreciate
that Devon is a Bovine
TB hotspot, plus all the
other debilitating infectious diseases that

abound, we are in complete agreement with
our vet when she says
we should really stick
with Artificial Insemination (AI) and avoid
bringing in something
nasty with a series of
bulls.
AI has many benefits,
not least having your
pick of the best semen
around and not having
to house or handle a
tonne of lively testosterone fuelled beef.
But getting the cows

AI’d at precisely the
right time can be a challenge; some cows show
their seasons far more
strongly than others. It
doesn’t necessarily
“take” first time and
there may have to be
many visits from the AI
technician, and you
have to wait 3 weeks to
know if the cow has
come back into season
or might be in calf. If
you had a bull it would
just serve the cow again
until the job was done.
All this AIing and pregnancy testing of 6 cows
requires much bringing
in of the 14 strong herd
into the shed and although they are well
behaved, they are not
surprisingly a little reluctant to leave their
green fields. So it’s
unlikely we’ll ever take
on a bull, but we certainly haven’t chosen
an easy path.
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Make your own blackberry vinegar
I don’t often do recipes in the
newsletter, but being so seasonal and all, and so cheap to
make and amazingly delicious, I
thought I’d share my recipe for
blackberry vinegar. Amazing on
summer, autumn and winter
salads, it gives a sweet fruity
kick to the bitterest of leaves
and adds a special something to
marinades and sauces.

and measure the quantity of
liquid. Add 6-8oz white sugar
per pint to the vinegar. Boil for
10 minutes and bottle. You can
put a few fresh blackberries in

Allow 1 pint of white malt vinegar, white wine vinegar or cider
vinegar to each pound of blackberries (we use our own cider
vinegar, but shop bought will do
fine).
Put the fruit in a glass bowl. Add
the vinegar to the fruit, and
leave for 3-5 days stirring occasionally
Strain off the liquid, discard fruit

the bottle if you fancy. It keeps for
years and you can put it in pretty bottles to give as gifts. It’s equally delicious made with raspberries if you’re
lucky enough to have a glut of them.

Mabel helping herself to blackberries

Welsh Mountain and Whiteface Dartmoor lamb boxes
It’s that time of year again; we
have lots of lovely grass fed lamb
available for delivery direct to
your door. Lots have been sold as
new starter flocks & as we’ve had
such fabulous lambs this year that
some will be doing the rounds of
the agricultural shows winning rosettes, I hope, for their new owners.
Absolutely no concentrates have
been fed to our lambs so they are
slow grown on nothing but their
dam’s milk & our pasture. Recent
research carried out by the National Trust confirms that the
health benefits of eating beef &

lamb are greater when animals
are fed totally on grass, their
natural food. Omega 3 fatty acids - recognised as essential to
good physical & mental health are higher in meat from grass &
the levels of saturated fat are a
third of grain fed meat. So
there you are, delicious AND
good for you. Prices unchanged from last year.
Half lamb box (app. 5-7 kilos) - £55 collected/£70 delivered
Whole lamb box (app. 10–
14 kilos) - £100 collected/
£115 delivered.

To place an order or to ask any
questions, contact Debbie on
01837 810569 or email us.
Delivery dates: 12 November &
10 December.
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Cow shed #2 gets a revamp
We knew, when Andrew converted the Dutch barn lean-to into
our 2nd cowshed that it would
need further work this year, so
with some much appreciated help
from various wonderful friends
and a lot of Andrew effort it now
has a new roof complete with skylights to provide much needed
light, and a concrete floor. Yorkshire board has replaced the
holey old tin that used to be
there, and all that’s left to do is
new lighting. The cows were ok
in it last year, but I was constantly
concerned that the ventilation
wasn’t as good as it could be, that
the environment was a bit moist
and mucking out from an earth
floor is not ideal. I’m delighted
with the results—I hope the cows
will be too.

Cowshed#2—so much lighter and airier. I might
just move in myself. Just to confirm; the concrete
mixer isn’t a permanent fixture.

Pilgrim geese go large
Ever since the Rare Breed Survival Trust put the Pilgrim
goose on its officially rare list,
interest in them has soared.
Which is great for the breed
and for the breeders.
I’ve sent hatching eggs all
over the UK this season and
there are now young birds
from our stock enjoying
themselves at every point of
the compass. We sent a pair
of birds to Northern Ireland
with their new owners, and I
have been emailed a number
of photos of young birds in

their various new homes. A
lovely pair have even found
their way into a rather famous
household, but discretion is
keeping me quiet (and to be fair
I hadn’t made the
connection until said
charming household
name came and collected their birds).
Breeding season is
now over & peace
has returned to the
flock, although one
of the ganders
(they’re white and

the females grey) did nip me yesterday as I was getting into the car;
most unusual even though he is a
feisty chap, and yes, it did break
the skin. I have gracefully refrained
from sticking him in the pot.
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Harvesting: first beef, new birds & brambles
It’s truly time to celebrate
the harvest. After two
years of having our own
cows, we finally took our
first steer (castrated male)
to the butcher. We did a
practice run (without the
steer) to decide just how
we would load him in to
the trailer, and when it
was time he went in text
book style—I‘ll be amazed
if our future loadings go so
smoothly, but it was
hugely reassuring that our
set up allowed us to do
this final stage stress free
for us and him. A few
days later I was back at
the butcher to deliver the
first batch of autumn
lambs ready for our lamb
boxes and asked if I could
have a look at the beef
carcase . I was delighted;
it looked fabulous and the
butcher was very compli-

mentary. The beef
hangs for three weeks
before it’s cut up, so it’ll
be a while yet before we
get to taste it, but having seen how great it
looked I can send off our
very first Devon Ruby
beef boxes to customers
at the end of the month
with a smile.

to pick up some birds
only to turn tail for
home empty handed
due to the poor quality I
was offered, I finally
tracked some down. I
am particularly delighted with the Black
Orpingtons, exhibition
quality birds that are
beautiful and came from
a top notch breeder
On a smaller scale, it
with gorgeous stock,
was time to bring in
kept in excellent condisome fresh blood and
vigour into our Black In- tions. On our smallholding courses we aldian Runner duck and
Black Orpington chicken ways tell people to turn
flocks. You’d think that away from any livestock
purchase if they have
was easy but finding
quality stock of what are any doubts—why would
we do any different?
not overly common
breeds (the Black OrpAnd thinking of harington chicken is a bona vests, how are the
fide rare breed). After a blackberries down your
couple of false starts in- way? I can’t remember
cluding a two hour trip a better year for them—

huge, sweet, abundant,
and now there are
plenty of them in the
freezer for cheering up
winter evenings in crumbles, pies and clafoutis.
Here’s to a beautiful
autumn season, perfect
walking weather, warm
days and cool nights.

